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2012 Intermediate Champions: Coach Gerry Cantan, Daniel Ryan, Ian Ke!y, Paul Flaherty, Patrick Hughes, Maeve Crockett,
Charlie Landale, Wi! Hurley, Fionn McCa"ey, Di!on Rooney.

DUBC intermediate squad
topped off their prolific season
at inter level by securing two
National Championships in
July. The first came in the 4+
on Friday, which was
considered the race of the day,
coming down to the last 100
metres with the Trinity
oarsmen clinching victory
over NUIG. Having trailed by
a length coming into the
enclosure, the call came from
within the boat to finally take
the lead, crossing the line 0.6
seconds ahead of the Galway
crew.

The year’s main target fell
on the Saturday with the
intermediate 8+. DUBC lined
up, ready for battle against the
old enemies of UCD and
NUIG. The lesser Colleges
just simply weren’t ready for
the exhibition provided by
DUBC as they demonstrated
the clinical rowing they are
becoming famed for. The
execution of the race-plan was
flawless as the black and white
stripes dominated from the
word go.
Five return with ambitions
for the 2013 big pot.

Captain Wi! Hurley and Paul Flaherty
celebrate victory at Marlow Regatta.
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Captain’s Report
Will Hurley
We are not just a Club with a
long tradition; we are constantly
building upon it. This was the
first year that DUBC captured
both the Inter 4+ and 8+. The
Club also had consistently winning Novice crews throughout
the year. There are several reasons for this successful season;
one which was defined by a series of highlights, there remains
however, fields where we need to
keep moving forward and building on past achievements if we
want to achieve our goal of a sustainable, successful Club
throughout the grades; Novice,
Intermediate and Senior.
The Club started off the season
by retaining the Overall Dublin
Sculling Ladder trophy, won for
the first time a year previously.
After a successful Head season,
the gear shifted for the Regatta
season which saw the Club retain
the Overall University Championships along with winning the
Wylie Cup. Wins at Trinity Regatta fed into victory at Marlow
International Regatta on the
Olympic course at Dorney, followed by a successful National
Championships showing. The
wins and the losses are revealing
about the current state of DUBC;
we are winning in Ireland, able to
beat and compete with the top
universites in the UK and, as
Henley showed, off the pace of
the American crews. The main
divide between top UK and
American Universities can be
found in monetary terms. The
Michigan coach lamented to our

own Senior coach Gerry Cantan in the launch at Henley that
he only had $200,000 for boat
purchasing. This seems to illustrate that we are currently
punching above our weight relative to these Universities but
every increase in support we
can obtain will yield fruitful returns. At the moment our expenses for a season are split
roughly in thirds between DUCAC, LEBC and the contributions of current members. College also contributes towards the
boathouse. The money we raise
ourselves has the added impact
of putting us in a justifiably
strong position when approaching College authorities for support. In effect, support contributed leads in turn to more support.
The season was a success because of the ever-growing group
of athletes the Club is supporting
who have a collective desire to
work towards common goals.
The Novice successes and their
numbers have their roots in Neal
Byrne’s year as development
coach. The Intermediate group
has benefitted from experienced
Juniors attracted by the culture
and approach DUBC has embarked on these last few years.
The coaching staff reverted to a
base of volunteers this year and,
as has been my experience from
my first day at Islandbridge, they
have been incredibly selfless
with the amount of time they
dedicate. The reasons for our
Club’s success extend beyond the

Marshalling at this year’s successful
Trinity Regatta in Islandbridge.

confines of Islandbridge to different corners of the globe thanks
to LEBC. Our two big rivals at
University level at the moment
remain ahead of us in terms of
financial firepower but LEBC is
one of the major players that is
starting to address this imbalance. The work carried out by
members across committees has
also contributed to putting in
place successful structures and to
providing advice and help to the
student committee. In short the
season’s victories cannot be
traced to a small group but belong to everyone who has been
involved and contributed.
My vision, that is shared by those
I have met over the course of the
year, is to have a Club that is
consistently winning across the
levels, rather than a Club that
produces success sporadically.
We have managed to secure a
professional coach once again
this year and this is a definite
step in the right direction. The
more financial support we can
(continued pg6)
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President’s Letter
Des Hi!
It has been a good year for DUBC, Hughes at Bow, Paul Flaherty at 2, strains of the Boat Club song about
with the possible exception of the Ian Kelly at 3, Daniel Ryan at the pygmy tribe, forever lost in the
Gannon Cup races.
Stroke and Maeve Crockett at Cox. long savannah grass, come to
mind. While flying to the USA,
We amassed sufficient points to On the Saturday, the big race for Dan wrote a fine piece about his
win the Wylie Cup and in conjunc- the Inter. Eights Championship time in DUBC and the Club’s fution with the Ladies’ Boat Club, went exactly to plan.
By the ture. It is hoped there is room to
Trinity Rowing retained the Irish 1,000 metre mark the race was un- publish in this edition.
University Championships.
der control and the crew finished
over a length ahead of NUIG and In March the passing of Henry
At the Dublin HOR we won the UCD.
Clark, Captain and Ladies’ Plate
Men’s Novice and Intermediate Many congratulations to the crew, finalist in 1950, brought much
VIII’s and with DULBC winning comprising Bow. Dillion Rooney, sadness to the whole of the Boat
the Ladies’ Intermediate VIII’s, 2. Fionn McCaffrey, 3. Will Hur- Club community. A full obituary
Trinity won the Diana Cooke Cup ley,
appears elsewhere in this edition.
for the best club overall at the 4. Charlie Landale, 5. Patrick Tony Gray reported that fourteen
event.
Hughes, 6. Paul Flaherty, 7. Ian Old Members joined a congregaKelly, Stk. Daniel Ryan and Cox: tion, packed to overflowing, in the
The Novice squad had an excellent Maeve Crockett.
beautiful church at Fonthill Gifford
year.
The second year Novice
near Tisbury and that Henry decrew, which had received its The exciting news is that five of parted to a fine rendering of Danny
grounding the previous year from this crew are back. There is talent Boy.
our first professional coach, Neal coming through from the Novice
Byrne, and was this year coached squad and a few experienced Jun- On behalf of the Captain, Will
by Mike Ryder progressed through ior oarsmen are expected as Hurley, and all the Members of
the regatta season undefeated. Freshmen this autumn.
Gerry DUBC, I offer heartfelt thanks to
Sadly, they were unable to stay Cantan is hopeful of developing all the Old Members, coaches,
together right through to the his squad up to being a competitive friends and supporters, who keep
Championships in mid-July and force at Senior level. This brings the show on the road, or more acthere suffered their only defeat.
a warm glow of hope and expecta- curately, the river. If I were to list
tion to us all.
names, I would commit sins of
The Intermediate VIII, ably
omission. Please know, however,
coached by Gerry Cantan, made When the crew had loaded the that your interest, your time, your
solid progress after the Head sea- trailer for the final time on the generous financial support and
son and secured a notable victory Sunday evening at Inniscarra, your hopefully even more generin the Intermediate VIII’s at Mar- some thirty cans of chilled Draft ous future financial support is
low Regatta, now held at Eton Guinness were produced. These much appreciated.
Dorney. At Henley the crew led disappeared with alarming speed,
University of Michigan to Fawley whereupon the crew threw cox Having had the privilege of spendbut eventually succumbed by 1¼ Maeve Crockett and then them- ing time with the crew at Innislengths. University of Michigan selves into the lake.
carra and subsequently at a splenlost to Brown University, USA
did supper party in Strangford,
next day and Brown lost to Uni- Afterwards, stroke Dan Ryan hosted by Bill, Julia and Patrick
versity of Washington, USA in needed a lift back to Cork. Dan Jacques, I can reassure old MemSunday’s final.
has just graduated in physics and bers and friends alike, that the
astrophysics and is to be congratu- ethos and enthusiasm of DUBC
With all credit to the crew, they did lated for having secured a post at continues undiminished.
If you
not hang around at Henley but re- NASA. When we arrived in Cork, were twenty years old once more,
turned to Ireland to focus on their it took him forty-five minutes to you would assimilate into the Boat
main objective for the year, the locate the halls of residence at Club community with no difficulty.
Intermediate VIII’s and IV’s UCC. Let’s hope they don’t put As you would expect, they are alChampionship at Inniscarra on 12- him in charge of the navigation for together a wonderful crowd of
14th July.
On the Friday, they the first manned mission to Mars young people. Best wishes to the
rowed down NUIG to win the In- in 12-15 years time. Otherwise, incoming Captain, Myles McCorter. Coxed Fours Championship by we may have a reprise of ‘Hous- mick, and all the Members for the
0.6sec.
Well done to Patrick ton, we have a problem’.
The coming year.
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The sleeper agent, a common sight at the
University Championships as athletes
compete in up to 3 categories.

Politicians do all they can to be associated
with this year’s successful Trinity Regatta.

DUBC’s skills are showcased as athletes
are proficient in both sweep and sculling
boats; an intermediate 4x duels with Carlow at Marlow Regatta.

The Senior squad celebrate a successful
Seville training camp by enjoying some
local culture.

The Gannon elludes us once again
but with only 3
members of last
year’s nail biter of
a race leaving, the
tide may turn in
DUBC’s favour
this year.
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Second Year
Novice Report
Ki!ian Dunne Stk. Nov 8, 4
As first year novice oarsmen,
we had the privilege of being
coached by Olympian Neal
Byrne, and thus we entered
our second year of rowing with
high expectations for the season ahead. Last year's second
year novices were a powerhouse on the rowing circuit,
and we were determined to
emulate, and then better, their
successes.
A tough but focused preseason laid the foundation for
the path to success. A sculling
camp in the NRC took place
the week before College began, its intention being to
sharpen the skills of the senior
crew and to totally shake the
self-belief of the second year
novices that they could actually
row at all. The Club's decision
to invest in small boats is paying dividends, as it soon became apparent that the skills
obtained in sculls and pairs are
amplified in the 8+. The ability
to efficiently move a scull became a cornerstone in our attempts to conquer the Irish circuit, as it developed a group of
athletes who were very similar
in terms of technique and style.

During the winter, many hours
were spent training in sculls
out in Blessington, quite possibly one of the most inhospitable places on Earth. As the
chilly winds sent wave after
wave crashing into the slender
vessels (“We're gonna need a
bigger boat!”), it truly tested the
commitment and resolve of the
crew.
This commitment was rewarded, however, with a strong
Head season. Victories at
Muckross, St Michael's and
Dublin Heads of the River
demonstrated the potential of
the crew. A particularly sweet
memory from the Head season
was success at the gruelling
Erne HOR. With a fantastic
course steered by our cox,
Conor Traynor, DUBC's second year novices truly laid
down the gauntlet, securing
victory by a sizeable margin. At
this point it was clear that the
long erg sessions of the preseason were transferring well
to water work, as all through
the race a consistent power
output was maintained.
Trinity Regatta was the first
regatta of the season and, from
both a organisational and results perspective, it was a resounding success. Thanks to

the hard work of Barry
Crushell, this year's Trinity Regatta was one of the best attended in several years. For
that reason, it was the perfect
stage from which to launch our
assault on the regatta season.
There was tough competition
from UCD, who fielded three
crews. Claiming mechanical
failures with their boat, UCD
left us waiting on the starting
line of the final for 10 minutes
before arriving leisurely upstream. It is testament to the
mental toughness obtained by
the crew that we didn't allow
this offence to faze us, but instead we channeled all negative thoughts into propelling the
boat away from UCD, taking
victory by over two lengths.
The 4+ was also successful in
securing a medal.
There was a quick turnaround
between Trinity Regatta and
the University Championships,
with the two competitions only
a week apart. Upbeat from the
weekend's victories, there was
a real sense of confidence in
the crew coming up to the intervarsity regatta. The 8+ faced
stiff competition in the heat,
and came second to UCD. We
knew we had it in us to be victorious in the final, and our
coach Michael Ryder gave instructions to make (cntd.pg15)

The second year Novices experience a fruitful Trinity Regatta : Cox Conor Traynor, Killian Dunne, Ben Morgan,
Karl Kavanagh, Max Riegal, Keel Geheber, Nilgiri Pearson, Marcus Bradshaw and Alec Cherry
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1987 Crew 25th Anniversary Reunion at Trinity Regatta
By Ben Hurley
Inspired by coach extraordinaire Brendan Flynn, in
March 2011 Len Dunne (Captain 1987) issued a
Plans firmed up over subsequent months, but it was
call to arms to the 1987 crew to reform for a 25th
dangerously looking like a masters entry would be
anniversary reunion at Trinity Regatta 2012. Derequired until someone came up with the inspired
spite some peoples aversion to mobiles and email
idea of reviving the Arthur Ball. The present day
(noting that such forms of communication were not
Captain was suitably coerced into including the
widespread
as recently(!) as 1987), within a week
event on the regatta programme - no undue influcame our very own by the novice eight over the Sunday.
President
for
bronze
and
silver our
the coach,
crew UCD
had inenthusiastically
comence
brought
to bear,
lots of due
influence
Trinity cox and
Regatta.
On the Saturday
the was
sponsorship
gained,
the final.
medallists
in 2007
that but
However, this was no
and Alumni funds that
After
regatta
a Senior
also learnt
how to the
row masters
mitted
to reforming and a bit
of the
light
winter
train- eight had
was!a While
avoiding
route meant that
ordinary Trinity Regatta, new event to the pro- strong first thousand at Trinity and ultimately are run by Tim Coote,
ing to
offset
the
prospect
of
coronaries,
slipped
racing
the
really
fit
septuagenarians
be
as for the first time gramme was the ʻinfor- but were rowed through it was half of the eight for providingcould
this year
DUBC were also hosts malʼ regatta dinner, in the second half by that brought home the with capital that allowed
disks,
etc. on the day.
avoided, the invitational nature of the event imto the 2008 Boat Race which was very suc- the regattas home crew, “big pot”, who first for an unprecedented
winners Oxford Univer- cessful in keeping the missing out on the
final that
plied
competition
form
exist.
growth
in ourwould
boat fleet.
picked
up an oar in
at some
sity Boat Club. The event alive well into the by a couple of seconds. Trinity. Clearly it is Major
expenditures
The President
1987 crew
line up was Frank "A.H."
Word got around, with the result that the UCD
of OUBC, night. I hope this On the Sunday facing imperative for this club were; a brand new EmNick Brodie
is a "Percy"
per- evening
similar
opposition
in the to Cup
four,decided
three pairsto reMcKenna,
Pearse
Coyle,
Michael
"eeh
Gannon
crewpacher
of 1987
dinner continfocus winning
on developing
sonal friend of mine and ues to be a feature and heat the senior eight strong novice crews from OUBC, two elite
Mickey"
Burgess, Martin "Marvin" "Coults" Coulform in an effort to put to bed
the questions that
we fancied a match as successful as the had a strong and con- each and every year.
standard Fillipi sculls,
against
each
othersJohn
won a
and eight new sets of
ter, Len
"LB"
Dunne,
"Bobo"
Markrow that surrounded
theirnoteworthy
win that year!
luncheon
has Andrews,
become vincing
Another
Boat Clubs. Over the in recent years. I would place in the final. The performance at the sculling blades. I would
"Disco"
Pattison,
Ben "Box"
Hurley, Martin "HoLuncheon
a few words
like to thank Richard final saw the senior close of the season was also like to thank
said and ties were Moore, Nick Kenny and eight
finish The
fourthentry
fromonto
Paul
ges" were
Hogan.
the Dunphy,
scene ofAndrew
the oldColeman
nemesisforcalled
exchanged between the their regatta committee despite every effort narrowly missing his making sure we look
into question
just how much follow-up the crew
two clubs, our President for their steady hand, from a highly charged
target of the season of after our fleet and for
and Provost kindly
botha clash
the training.
excellent Suffice
job he to
drive and
determination build
single light
scull. Yet
Unfortunately
due to
of commitments
onup to the race.
had putnovice
into their
winter
also received ties as for what turned out to
Apart from the suc- a great performance does in keeping the
the Easter
weekend,
bowman
A.H.
say atthatfrom
winter
hadboat
beenhouse
delayed,
and there
gifts from
OUBC. the
I be
cess of the Seniors
in order.
a very (Frank
successful
this training
lightweight
challenged
Nick
the end of the season,
I would
to
regatta.
Thanks
rower
sculler.
McKenna)
had
toBrodie
withdraw
- the
restare
ofdue
the crew
was now
a bitturned
of a scramble
to
catchfinally
up,like
especially
to a race over the Trinity also to DUCAC for The first year novice
I would also like to thank the long-term
weren't
surecourse
whether
thissponsoring
was an extension
when
circulated
were
in training,
Regatta
after
eight also finished
the news
committee
chaired
by
the exhibi- of
take this
moment that
to UCD
the
luncheon,
he
acseason
well
with
a
win
John
Aiken
for
tionfor
race
which meant
thank
myoncommittee,
Frank's renowned distaste
training,
“Aww
and even
seen
the water in March 2012their
(a discepted.
that our guests from in Monkstown regatta especially
Ali
for advice and support
shucks,Personally,
trainingthis
again
sounds
too have
muchto work”,
infringement
the Arthur
was ...Oxford
and placed third qualifying
in the working
the Ball!).
year, to
didnʼt
endless hoursforthroughout
thebe
highlight
of my
final ofto
their category
at as my secretary
a euro andnot
had a
but to
honest,
wefour
werespend
all happier
to have
(Continued
Page 7)and for the senior coaches. In
years rowing at Trinity; thoroughly enjoyable the
Irish
Champi- taking over the reins particular I would like to
worry
the prospect
of inmuesli
up and which for a early so I could thank Mark Pattison
an about
exhibition
race time
Dublin. sloshing onships,
one ofat
the
most
downagainst
the boat
the
minuteFollowing
mark!!! Trinity DUBC first year novice concentrate on my and Nick Mahony for
formidable opponents Regatta the novice group is the highest finals. To my vice-cap- the time and commitin rowing, at our own squad and coach John place since 2004. I tain Timmy who was ment they have given to
regatta, in front of the Mohan were to have a hope this group can go key in running events the club over many
(cont.
from college
page 2)offigarner,
the more the Club can
want to commit to Lizzie. This sentiment is born
Provost,
weeks break, whilst the on to provide the basis like the Gannon Cup years, week in week
cials
and
our
own
Trinity
of
the
senior
squad
for knowing
out.contribution of LEBC
senior eight
prepared
and provided
great the
achieve. In this regard LEBC’s
future
will impact
from
how much
supporters, in a crew for Ghent International the next few years. I encouragement to the
I have thoroughly
directly
on
DUBC.
It
is
not
just
financial
support
meant
to
their
time
at
Trinity
and my
how
their
own
that I was captain of Regatta. This has be- would like to thank novice squad. Three enjoyed
time
in Ireand against
crew with
John Olympic
land,
Trinity and
come towards
somewhatexcellence
of a novice coach support
rowers
that drives
us aalong
our path
wouldcalibre
benefit
a Club
toinwhich
wethis
all have
someone
I
had key mark event in the Mohan for bringing the have passed through Boat Club. Looking to
but also
our much
strong
tradition
ofsenior
volunteering
on the
an enormous attachment.
achieved
with
in DUBC
calendar best out of this group. Trinity in my time. I do the future Trinity is a
rowing
as
a
school
boy.
My
experience
at
Trinity hope more will come world class university,
as it attracts
dozens
towpath or committees. This
year at
TrialofVIII’s,
My parting gift to the Irish and British crews, has seen that novices our way in the future we should all continue
afterclub
the as
nomination
new
colours,
the Admiare and
on the
track,
remains
Captain is of
a the
provide the base We
to any
to question
work together
to of
giving
a taste
of compethat right
the club
will the
portrait of this
Senior VIII how
in theto utilise
make
this up
Boat
titionLizzie
in preparation
for good
theseto rowersʼ
ral announced
that race
the new
members,
comcontinue
build and
speed
thisClub
process.
which will hopefully find Henley. In 2007 a long-term. It was six of experience and abilities world class too.
prised
those inin the
their
finalrelatively
year with
DUBC. Ittheis2006 Inter-pot win- to the full.
a home
boatinexperienced
house.
Another
highning and seniorTo
crew
eight
surprised
I would thank
also likeyou
to for your help. It was a
appropriate that LEBC membership itself
and by
contribuall involved
light of Trinity Regatta winning bronze on the that learnt to row at thank; DUCAC, Trinity
tion was
is recognised.
is encouraging
to see
ea- six of the great
a resounding Itwin
Trinity,
Ghent team
Saturday and silver
on the
Trust,effort.
John Bolton and

gerness with which final year members of DUBC
Blazers, buttons, badges, scarves, socks, sweaters, ties and caps. Contact
the Club for details on how to complete your wardrobe: dubc@tcd.ie.
Limited supply of scarves, ties, dickie-bows available from mccaff@tcd.ie
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(cont. from pg6) Captain's report at that stage
was: really fit, really fit, fat but pretty fit, fat and
not very fit, good shape, no idea but never been
fat, fit as a butcher's dog, pretty good shape and
sounds like he personally carried his new born
baby to term so don't expect a lightweight cox.
With one week to go, and replacements in the
form of able oarsmen Donal "DH" Hanrahan and
James "Tarps" Tarpey drafted in to replace Frank
(unavailable) and Martin (injured), things were
shaping up.

Race time came, and the final motivational straw
was UCD turning up in tops that said Gannon
Cup 1987 rather than the less pointed/offensive
Gannon Cup Crew 1987. It was clearly time to
set past wrongs to rights. On the stake boats, the
starter (a certain Mr. Aiken) announced to both
crews that there was good news and bad news,
the good news being that there was a defibrillator
in the boathouse in the event of one being required, but the bad news being that we'd have to
row to the bottom of the course to get it!

Race day arrived, with the highlight of everyone
showing up reasonably fit! A bit of stretching,
with accompanying creaks, groans and gasps,
was followed by a brief modelling session with
the crew checking out the cool kit arranged for
the day by the '87 Captain. Then into a warm-up
paddle, with the boat's rhythm feeling surprisingly similar to 25 years ago. After a bit of the
old reliable bow-four stern-four, Hoges called a
gentle build up through light pressure, quarter
pressure, half pressure and back down to light
again as we made our way to the top of the river.
Meanwhile, despite Hoges's legendary feel for
the boat, the crew, who were fully aware that the
boat only ever sat up under half pressure at least,
varied between half and three quarter pressure as
the mood and feel of the boat grabbed them, happily ignoring the calls from the cox. In short,
things were back to normal, and looking good.

And then we were off. The race plan worked for
both crews, but the race itself brought it all back,
with memories of the countless races in which
we had competed back in the day flooding our
minds, together with that thought common to
many a DUBC man as we passed Garda Boat
Club on the final stretch, namely: why did I ever
get myself into this?

After warm-up, it was time for race strategy and
DH's go-go juice, the latter more probably suited
to five hour cycling sessions rather than a cameo
event at Trinity Regatta, but nonetheless enthusiastically imbibed in an effort to make good on
any last minute preparations possible. The race
strategy was discussed in detail, and centred
around a deal with the opposition to go off hard
at the start, settle to a manageable side-by-side
pace down the boohouse straight, and then rebegin racing proper from the minute mark. A real
issue arose when it was realised that winning the
race might entail a subsequent race against some
professional masters crews, but Hoges's manipulating skills came into their own, turning what
might have been a semi into a simple straight final - just as well as otherwise the will to win
might have evaporated.

Post-race socialising was very enjoyable. There
was good banter with the UCD crew, some of
whom had also returned from foreign parts for
the reunion. After the race the "most honest and
accurate description of the feeling" award goes to
Eddie Burgess for his prosaic description of feeling entirely ineffective ... up and down the slide
like a mad thing, gasping desperately for air, and
a sense of getting absolutely zero purchase on the
blade! The revival of the Arthur Ball was done in
a professional manner, with medals available for
the winners, which led to the happy outcome of a
father and son winning Trinity Regatta medals in
separate events in the same regatta for the first
time.
Families of crew-members gathered for a picnic
in the regatta enclosure, with children from aged
6 months to the current Captain participating in
the reunion. It was great to see people making the
trip home for the reunion, for example, Martin
making it back from the US avec famile. The
snug in O'Neill's of Suffolk Street was suitably
entertaining later that evening, with much reminiscing on the late eighties era.
In short, the reunion was a great success, and certainly something that other crews should consider. And, as if the '87 crew needed any more
motivation, UCD have already requested another
race in five years.
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Trinity'Regatta
Trinity'Regatta'was'held'in'
the'War'Memorial'Park'on'
Saturday'7th'April.''The'Re=
gatta'has'been'an'annual'?ix=
ture'in'the'Trinity'College'
sporting'calendar'since'1898.''
This'year'as'the'event'was'the'
?irst'of'the'2012'racing'season'
to'be'held'at'Islandbridge,'the'
Regatta'attracted'a'high'entry.'
Clubs'were'represented'from'
all'corners'of'the'country'and'
a'large'contingent'of'junior'
rowers'travelled'from'outside'
of'Dublin'to'compete.'Neigh=
bouring'Islandbridge'clubs'
were'also'well'represented.

from'Robin'Tamplin,'former'
DUBC'President,'who'regaled'
those'present'with'anecdotes'
of'his'experiences'as'an'oars=
man'representing'Ireland'at'
the'1948'London'Olympics'.

The'1987'Senior'8'held'their'
25'year'reunion'at'the'Re=
gatta,'challenging'the'UCD'
crew'from'the'same'year'to'
the'Arthur'Ball'trophy.
Many'onlookers'confused'the''
1987%Oldboy%crew'which'
took'to'the'water'as'DUBC’s'
own'?irst'8,'they'retained'such'
grace'and'strength.'Whether'
they'would'be'a'match'for'the'
real'thing'was'never'put'to'the'
test'despite'jests'between'ex'
Captain'Ben'Hurley'of'‘89'
The'luncheon'concluded'with'
crew'and'son'Capt.'Will'Hur=
the'highly'entertaining'speech'
ley.'

On'the'day'in'which'the'
Oxford=Cambridge'Boat'raced'
was'interrupted'by'a'protest=
ing'swimmer','the'only'indi=
vidual'swimming'at'the'end'of'
the'Trinity'Regatta'was'a'
DUBC'Cox,'thrown'ceremoni=
ously'into'the''Liffey.
The'Regatta'Committee'has'
done'another'incredible'job'
and'next'year’s'event'will'
hopefully'build'upon'this'
years'success.'
!

!

Paul Flaherty Editor

Old Boy, Rob van Mesdag, entertains the
Provost and Regatta Secretary Barry
Crushell with tales of his time rowing on
the Liﬀey at this year’s Trinity Regatta.

Provost Patrick Prendergast starts the
Novice 8+ race between DUBC and old
rivals UCD. Unfortunately his presence
failed to bring fortune to the Trinity
oarsmen.
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Trinity Rowing Celebrates a second consecutive University Championship
by Danny Ryan Stroke Inter 8

Rowing under the title of Trinity,
DUBC joined forces with DULBC
to compete in the 2012 Irish
University Championships and
arrived as defending champions
with ambitions of retaining the
title. This would be given to the
University which accumulated
the most points from 1st, 2nd
and 3rd place finishes across all
events and would test the
strength and depth of the competing squads. Throughout the
winter, DUBC rowers spent significant time training in singles,
doubles and pairs to improve the
skills needed for success in the
bigger 8+s and 4+s, the traditional pillars of University
rowing. However, in this regatta,
success in the big boats alone
would not be enough. This training strategy would have to produce results in the small boat
events too.
After lunch, DUBC’s full hand
was shown. A dominant performance in the Inter 8+ and a
heroic finish in the Novice 8+
gave Trinity its first two men’s
wins of the day. This secured
the Wylie Cup for DUBC as the

dominant men’s 8+s club.
Throughout the afternoon both
DUBC and DULBC continued
contributing to the the points
tally, notably for DUBC in the
Men’s Inter 2x. Dan Keegan
then secured a great victory in
the Novice 1x while the Captainelect, Myles McCormick, claimed
a disappointing 4th ( Myles aspires to a solid 3rd in
2013). Despite this, the Trinity
overall lead was slowly being
eaten into by
mid-afternoon. However this
was emphatically halted by devastating 1st/2nd place finishes in
the Men’s Inter 4+ with DUBC A
finishing 15 seconds ahead of
DUBC B who themselves were
15 seconds ahead the rest of the
field and a final win in the Men’s
Novice 2x.
Trinity had successfully defended their University Championship title winning the Wylie
Cup in the process. This had
been achieved not only due to
some fantastic victories, but also
due to those who battled hard
for those 2nd and 3rd place
finishes. Moreover, in no less

than five events, two Trinity
boats finished in points scoring
positions. This showed that it is
not only the cultivation of a top
boat which is important to become Irish University Champions, but the development of a
squad with strength, depth and
experience in both small and big
boats. Finally, such success
would not have been possible
without the tireless input of
coaches, Gerry Cantan, Mike
Ryder, and Mark Pattison of
DUBC. The great success of
that day truly was a squad
achievement and every coach,
oarsman and cox of every crew
contributed to it.
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The Maiden Voyage
Alex Sloane
Passing through the Front Square of
Trinity College in Freshers Week
back in September, it was difficult
not to notice the 'Dublin University
Boat Club' stand. It wasn't that the
stall was particularly impressive or
striking, nor were the stallholders
overly loud, it was just the huge
number of students signing up to join
the Boat Club that caught the eye.
Four training sessions per week, we
were told upon giving our details: a
lie that's probably as old as the Club
itself.
That Saturday, the huge mass
of people that would eventually be
whittled down into the 1st Year Novice Squad, was brought out to the
Boat House. The day consisted of
watching DUBC promotional videos,
rowing a few strokes in the tank, and
competing in 100m erg sprints (the
Seniors really should have recorded
us doing these. I'm sure they would
be hilarious to see now).
The following week, College
began, and so did rowing training. It
would probably be fair to say that
none of us had ever trained so hard in
our lives. Over the weeks, as 5km
runs and hours of circuits went from
being torture, to being routine, to
somehow becoming slightly enjoyable, our numbers steadily dropped,
and those of us who remained began
to get to know each other.
In November, Mark Pattison
took over from Mike Ryder as our
Head Coach. Mark decided the time
was right for our erg training to begin, and so what had once been four

per week, became nine. With our
fitness levels and technical abilities
improving fast, we were signed up
for the IARU Indoor Rowing Championships, to be held in the Trinity
Sports Centre, and thus introduced to
the concept of a 2km test. For Mark,
the results of the competition gave an
initial indication of our fitness levels.
For us, they're something to compare
our current erg scores to, and reflect
on how far we've come.
Before we split up for Christmas, Commons took place. The
whole Club gathered for a formal
meal in the Dining Hall, before we
Novices were ceremoniously welcomed into the club. Buy one of us a
huge amount of drink in a pub sometime, and we might tell you what
went on.
Towards the end of our
Christmas holidays, we had an intensive training week down in Blessington. Here, we first began practicing
high-rate race pieces. The endless
stretches of calm water were perfect,
the weather wasn't. Although the rain
mostly stayed off, the temperatures
were freezing. Incidentally, it was
this week we began sculling for the
first time. And so, we learned the
golden rule of rowing: DO NOT
FALL IN.
Later on in January, we competed in our fist racing event. St Michael's Head in Limerick, at 3.5km,
was an exhilarating, exhausting experience. Two 1st Year Novice Eights
(a first crew and a second) each raced
the course twice. Talk to any of our

squad who competed, and you'll be
told that the foremost memory of the
day involved sitting in the boat near
the start line for the first run, preparing to wind up to race pace, and
thinking "What the hell have I signed
myself up for?". Of course, once we
were back on dry land, all we cared
about was how our times compared
with the UCD 1st Year Novices.
A few weeks later, another traditional formal dinner came around.
The Trial Eights in February involved a meal in the Boat House, the
bar being opened, and Guinness.
Lots of Guinness was involved. We
got to mingle with the Old Boys of
the Club, learn some DUBC history,
and have Guinness bought for us.
Excellent all round.
Soon enough, all thoughts became focused on the upcoming Colours Races against UCD. Crews
were selected, training intensified,
and UCD Eights practising at Islandbridge were scrutinised, as we tried to
determine who our competitors were.
On the day itself, UCD won the Dan
Quinn Shield by quite a few lengths.
We were disheartened, but knew
what had to come next: forget past
defeats, and continue improving.
And intensify the training.
So that's where we now stand.
Having incorporated early morning
sessions into our daily timetables,
and looking forward to the fastapproaching Trinity Regatta, we enter
the racing season with six months of
hard work behind us, and many victories ahead.

The Novice 8 at Marlow, who enjoy their first experience of international rowing at Marlow Regatta Eton Dorney
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Intermediates Golden Year.
Maeve Crockett Senior Cox
DUBC’s Intermediate Squad has
had a season full of success.
Coach Gerry Cantan had a large
pool of athletes to work with from
the start of the year, including remaining members from the narrowly beaten 2011 crew, as well as
fresh talent and the winning 2011
Novice crew moving up to
strengthen the Inter squad. From
the word go it was looking like a
promising season.

a crew with huge potential, but
rather a full squad with huge potential. As UCD clung on a length
down in the inter eights race, their
supporters could be heard shouting from the bank “that’s Trinity’s
top boat”, little did they realise, that
was just the warm up.

The University Championships
provided an ideal opportunity for
the squad to gauge their position in
the intermediate field that year. In
The small boat program got off to a particular it was a chance to have
solid start, retaining the Club’s
a crack at the NUIG crew, who had
overall win at the Sculling Ladder
narrowly beaten Trinity out for the
from the year before. Much of the
inter pennant at Erne head earlier
Winter season was spent honing
in the season on a straight course.
the small boat skills which would
The results were promising.
ultimately produce a tidy, technical DUBC, with more speed out of the
crew that were up to the challenge blocks than in previous years, was
of an Inter pot.
a length up on their nearest Intermediate competition in the Eight,
The old rivalry between UCD and
and was well ahead of the field in
DUBC begins each year with the
the Fours race (with the closest
Gannon Cup. While the race itself
time coming from our own second
is one of the most exciting of the
four). The next day’s Skibbereen
season, this year’s race also
Regatta was a chance to repeat
served as a bench mark for an inthe success of the day before, and
termediate squad that had their
was executed decisively by the
eyes firmly on the season’s goal:
crews.
an inter pot. The recent history of
the Gannon cup has not been filled After College exams, the Inter
with Trinity wins, but this year it
squad quickly knit back together
was time to send a message, and
and began preparation in earnest
it was loud and clear. Up two seats for the upcoming challenges; Maroff the start and storming away
low, Henley and Champs. At Mardown the first straight, Trinity was
low the Eight battled horrendous
up by over half a length before
cross-winds in a very exposed lane
UCD’s North Station advantage
to make it through to the final, and
kicked in and they squeezed away then secured a decisive win, provround the bend. It was a win for
ing themselves a competitive crew
UCD, and the headline might have not only in Ireland, but on a larger
been “domination” but both crews
scene as well, and simultaneously
knew, that this was not “dominasecured an automatic qualification
tion” from the UCD crew, but rather to Henley Royal Regatta.
a superb demonstration from
DUBC, that their slick inter crew
Henley, as ever, proved to be at a
was closing down on the UCD
very high standard. Drawn against
Seniors, faster and more detera strong Michigan crew, a win was
mined than ever before.
never going to be easy. DUBC led
from the start until Fawley, after
With Trinity Regatta timetabled
which the Americans pushed
only a week before the University
through to secure their place in the
Championships, Gerry Cantan de- next round. As always, however,
cided not show the Club’s hand,
Henley was a crucial learning
and instead tested the depth of the curve in the development of the
squad by entering different lineDUBC crew. The race plan was reups across the categories, an exexamined and problems were
periment which was hugely sucidentified in order to ensure that no
cessful. The inter eight and four
one would push past us at Cork.
had convincing wins, despite being The group made the decision to
relatively unrehearsed combinareturn the next morning to Dublin,
tions, proving that this was not just in order to re-focus on their ulti-

mate aim, resisting the pull of the
Henley atmosphere, and once
again showing a squad-wide belief,
that this was DUBC’s year.
At the National Championships
DUBC had an ambitious entry right
across the board, from single
sculls right up to the Eight. It was a
weekend of huge success, not only
because of the big boat wins, but
also with scullers and pairs making
the finals in very competitive times.
The depth of the entry was a testament to the excellence of the
DUBC squad as a whole. The Intermediate Four final was heralded
as “the best race of the day”. With
DUBC trailing by half a length with
200 metres to go, it looked like a
victory for NUIG. But there was
more left in the tank. A fierce windup from the Trinity crew saw them
claw back the half length to finish
ahead of NUIG and claim the first
pot of the weekend. The Intermediate Eight was a straight final between UCD, DUBC and NUIG. As
at University Championships,
DUBC flew out of the blocks, taking nearly a full length out of the
other two crews. There was no
pushing past us this time. At full tilt
the whole way down the course,
DUBC stretched out to a length
and two feet of clear, winning the
race with conviction, and leaving
NUIG and UCD to fight it out for
second. The following day, some
very tired legs waited in the Thomas Dudeney on the stake boats
for the Senior Eights race to start.
It proved a test too far for a crew
which had achieved their seasons
goal the day before, finishing third,
behind Grainne Mhaol and Queens
and beating St. Micks. Just like the
Gannon, however, the result was
not discouraging, but rather a further benchmark. We know where
we are and we’ll be back, stronger
and faster, and next year, it’s a
Senior pot we’re hunting for.
A dinner with cocktail reception
will be held on Saturday, 10 November, to celebrate the successes of the Intermediate Crews
at the 2012 National Rowing
Championships. The reception
will commence at 7.30pm with
dinner at 8.15 pm at the Stephen's
Green Hibernian Club. Booking
details to follow on club website:
www.duboatclub.com
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Intermediate 4+: Coach Gerry Cantan cracks a smile to celebrate a grueling championship
final with Danny Ryan, Ian Kelly, Maeve Crockett, Paul Flaherty and Patrick Hughes.

Intermediates hoping to springboard from their Inter 8 win by going for an upset
in the Senior event.
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The Seville Experience is, as always, enjoyed by all, and essential in
the development of skills.

The 1987 crew’s reunion at the 2012 Trinity Regatta was a great
success with smiles all around from the returning members.
Pg 14

LEBC Reception in London on Friday 21st September 2012
by Hilary Keatinge neé Roche
Lady Lizzie was my link to
Trinity rowing and more
particularly to my oarsman
husband-to-be. On a day in March
1960 Bill and his fellow ‘8s’ were
passing us sailors, as we with
difficulty near the Science
buildings, maneuvered a Mermaid
out of our boat shed. The crew was
commandeered, and the rest as they
say…… was history. Also in the
memory bank is a memorable drive
in my open topped Morris Minor,
out to Blessington for the 92nd
Metropolitan Regatta with Frank
Tisdall and Bill standing tall and
singing lustily to a flock of
recalcitrant sheep who were being
encouraged to get out of the way.
The Lady Elizabeth 2nd Senior
VIII who won the Proud Challenge
Cup that day were: Brian Fisher,
(cont. from pg 5)a surprise push
early in the race. This push immediately dropped UCD, and we
thought we had the race secured.
However, we had not been counting on serious opposition from
Queens, two lanes across, who
had us by a canvas at the 1500m
mark. We kept our nerve and put
in the best 500m of rowing that we
have all season, taking the race
by a length. My favourite moment
of that day wasn't collecting the
medal, but rather the praise of
Gerry Cantan as we approached
the dock after the race: “More of
that please”. We suddenly became aware of what we were capable of as a unit, and we had a
new benchmark.

Mike Stubbs, Peter Martin, David
Vokes, Nick Jones, Bill Keatinge,
Jim O’Brien; stroked by Frank
Tisdall, cox Joe Boultbee, with
George Hallowes standing by. Bill
and I are still in touch with six of
that crew.
On 50 years or so, via many
and varied reunions, organized by
those from the 50’s & 60‘s, not
forgetting the Pimms gatherings in
the Fawley Bar at Henley, and we
were happy to be among a select
group of Lizzie members in the
elegant Cavalry and Guards Club
Rooms on Piccadilly. Our host for
the evening was Irish Guardsman
Ali Floyd, ably assisted by Tim
Coote who was at the reception
with his wife Helene. The current
President of DUBC Des Hill and
the Captain of LEBC Donagh
Unfortunately, this weekend
proved to be the highlight of our
season. Following the exam period we lost both forward momentum and members from the crew,
which impacted on the crew's ability to function as the highly competitive unit it was previously. First
year novices were drafted up into
the crew. Despite being a year's
worth of progression behind, they
did an admirable job in stepping
up to the task and I've no doubt
that they will be key players going
forward.

Perhaps owing to the strength of
the sculling program, DUBC's
second year novices were able to
put out several competitive
smaller boats. Alec Cherry and
Dan Keegan were successful in
winning the novice double, and
there were strong entries in the
novice single sculls division.

We approached the National
Championships with hard graft
and serious mileage under our
belts, with the intentions of staying
undefeated in the eights on Irish
waters. Unfortunately it wasn't to
be. In the straight final, there was
tough competition from both
Queens Belfast and UCD, and on
paper it could have been anyone's
victory. However, Queens capitalised on a strong start to inch away
and claim victory.

On the back of strong performances from Senior and Novices
squads, DUBC took the Wylie Cup
for best overall university. The
following day, at Skibereen Regatta, the 8+ was again successful, demonstrating that victory at
University Championships was
that of a crew on top form.

All in all, it has been a tremendously successful season for
DUBC's second year novices. We
were undefeated for the majority
of the season. As one member of
the crew succinctly summed up,
“In first year you learn how to row.
In second year you learn how to
race.” The pennants on the walls

McDonagh were much in evidence
as was quite a posse of ex-officio
club grandees including Rob van
Mesdag, Tony Gray, Edward Roffe
Sylvester, Simon Newman, John
Bolton, Mike Ryder with his wife
Liz, Chris Knox and Bill (Lizzie
captain 1961).
Our group of (now) oldies can
hold our heads up high (well as
best we can) for we were well
represented at the gathering and
were congratulated for being such
stalwart supporters of the Club not that we are any better off than
those who came after, perhaps less
so - but for us those were magic
years and we are happy to give to a
cause that was once so important to
us and which occasioned so many
friendships and so much fun.
of the boathouse certainly back up
this statement.
While he is correct in saying that it
is only those in the boat who control the outcome of a race, much
thanks must be given to Gerry
Cantan, who has been instrumental in any success the second year
novices have had. His tireless
attention to detail, as well as total
knowledge on the best way to develop an athlete, has resulted in a
balanced squad of oarsmen who
can work in harmony to efficiently
propel a boat. Also, through his
emails, I'm sure he has expanded
the crew's vocabulary significantly.
A special word of thanks must
also go to Michael Ryder, a past
DUBC oarsman and fantastic
coach. With all the excitement that
can accompany big competitions,
his calm and efficient nature has
been critical in suitably preparing
the crews. As we make the progression to Intermediate level, it is
an exciting time for Dublin University Boat Club. For the first time in
several years, we will now have
representation at all three classes:
novice, intermediate and senior.
This comes with its own unique
set of challenges, but we look forward to meeting those challenges
head on and making DUBC the
most successful Club in the country.
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In Memoriam
Edward Holding passed away suddenly
on the night of February 18th 2012 among good friends. He attended TCD
from 1959 to 1963. A memorial service
was held on March 1, 2012, at St Andrew’s Church, Oxshott, near London.
DUBC was represented by Ann Blanchard, the wife of the late Jerry, a
memorable DUBC skipper, Rob van
Mesdag, and Heidi and Jonathan Story.
Jonathan sang Deep River.
After leaving TCD Eddie became an
accountant, ending up in 1980 at the
Brussels office of Arthur Andersen,
where his work brought him into regular contact with the European institutions. Later, he was appointed Honorary
Treasurer of Girl Guiding UK, a job he
held for 13 years. As Edward said, “it
was a big task, but I was proud to do it.
It is not often that you get home after a
long day and think,”I have done something really useful today”. For his services to young people, he was made an
Officer in the Order of the British Empire,
OBE. As a member of the DUBC “ierse
vier” (Dutch for “Irish Four”) he reached
the semi-finals of the Wyfold’s in 1963
and won the Championship of All Ireland
for coxless fours the same year. In fact,
apart from Bob Wallace who stroked the
four the previous year, there wasn’t one
Irishman in it, the boat being composed of
two Englishmen, Edward and Jonathan
Story, one Dutchman, the late Gilles Thal
Larsen and an American, Irving Weinman.

innovating spirit to the crew, and an impatience with old formulas.
Gilles was the leader. He organised the
four to train under the Dutch Olympic
coach on the Amstel, boating from the
Nereus boat club. As Eddie used to recollect, he spent his TCD years studying
rowing. It is also true that he became
quite proficient at downing a pint or two
at the ‘Widows’, the pub that used to
stand at the end of the road leading to the
boathouse.

Receiving his OBE was a great moment in
Edwards life.

Eddie was conservative with a small c,
and felt at ease with the European idea, a
propensity reinforced by his time in Ireland, his role in the four, and then by his
Brussels experience. But he also remained a true born Englishman, loved
going to the MCC to watch cricket, and
was a great cook, with a specialty in
Sunday roasts. He leaves behind him his
wife Anne, née Anne Crabtree, whom he
married in 1964, and their two sons ,
Jonathan and Michael. He will be greatly
missed.

slides, and the tulip blades, that had been
developed on the continent. Propelled by
leg power and speed off front stops, the
boat was so much more efficient than the
older designs, with their short 16 inch
slides and elongated blades which required much body lift and were still in use
The ‘ierse vier”, or the “umbrage four” as
it was also dubbed, grew out of an experi- in these Islands. So without more ado,
scarce financial resources were pooled to
ence at the 1962 Henley Royal Regatta,
when the four observed a veteran Leander buy a Berlin built coxless four, delivered to
Dublin harbour in a Dutch steamer, for the
crew being roundly trounced by the 20
total cost of 420 pound sterling by October
year-old Vedermans/Blaise pair from Amsterdam University’s Nereus Student Row- 1962. British boat builders had said they
might be able to deliver by July 1963, and
ing Club. Their boat had the new long
at a higher price. There was a radical,

Henry Maitland Clark, 1929 – 2012 – “an affable MP”
Henry Clark, Captain in 1950, died in Tisbury, England, in
March 2012 at the age of 82, ending a life which he had lived
to the full from his schooldays at Shrewsbury, to Trinity College, the Colonial Service, the House of Commons, the wine
trade, the Council for Small Industries and journalism. At the
root of his energy lay an upbringing by caring parents in Upperlands, Co. Antrim, where his father, Major Harry Clark, ran
the family linen business and where he, his brother Wallace and
sister Jill enjoyed a happy childhood amidst their many friends,
living in circumstances which in those early post-war days can
be best described as ‘comfortable’.
It is this background, further stimulated by his schooldays at
Shrewsbury, which gave Henry his large measure of self-

confidence, his gift of conversing with whomsoever he met and
his fluency as a public speaker. Given a ready smile and a
constant sense of humour emanating from a man of ample posture, his sobriquet in College of Big Henry is readily understood. Appearing as “Henry the Eighth” at a Boat Club costume ball he was acclaimed the winner under tumultuous applause, the event lingering in the minds of friends in such gossipy environs as Front Square or parties in College rooms.
Rowing was a different matter. With his Shrewsbury initiation
to the sport behind him Henry was a ready and welcomed newcomer to the Boat Club in 1949, then under the captaincy of
Robin Tamplin. He took over the following year, when the
Club started its season shakily but took on a promising
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shape thereafter when at the London Head the crew finished in third equal place with Jesus, Cambridge, having
started as 23rd boat, sufficient reason for the Club’s history
“In Black and White” to record Henry’s memory of the
evening as “an exhibition of Irish abandon.” At Henley,
months later, Henry and his men were again successful.
In their semi-final, thanks to a tremendous spurt from
Tamplin at stroke, they overtook Pembroke, Cambridge,
who at Fawley had been leading by two lengths. Alas, in
the final against New College, Oxford, an attempt of similar spectacularity to repeat the spectacle failed to produce
the desired result. DUBC was beaten by one third of a
length, (Daily Telegraph says a canvas).
After graduation in 1952 Henry joined the Colonial Service in the rank of district officer in Tanganyika, now Tanzania, until in 1959 when, encouraged back home to represent the North Antrim constituency in Parliament, he won
handsomely and enjoyed the largest majority of over forty
thousand at Westminster. Bowler-hatted, brolly in hand
and with a flat in Belgravia, Henry’s life took on a new
meaning; one of representing his constituents, speaking on
matters African, Irish and religious and savouring the
pleasures of an eligible bachelor, thereby causing a London newspaper to describe him as “an affable MP.”
Life changed abruptly in 1970 when the electors of North
Antrim switched their allegiance to the emerging firebrand, Ian Paisley, forcing Henry to explore new avenues
such as the wine trade, the Council for Small Industries
and freelance writing. In this change of career he was
nobly and lovingly supported by his wife Penelope Tindal
whom he married in 1972, she having Irish connections as
strong as his own but - being a Catholic - of different faith.
It did not matter. The marriage was a very happy one
resulting in the births of daughters Cristabell and Camilla

Henry Clarke enjoying the Henley atmosphere in 2007
and son Jamie. Penelope died of cancer in 1994 aged only
52. In his tribute at her funeral Henry spoke as warmly
about her as did their son Jamie last March about his father, humorously reminding a packed church of one of
Henry’s best known characteristics, probably born of selfconfidence: “Dad was never a very good listener.” The
esteem and affection in which Henry was held was reflected in the large number of Boat Club Old Members and
friends who attended to bid their final farewell.
Henry is survived by his sister Jill. Cristabel, Camilla and
Jamie all have families.
R.v.M.

Catching up with old friends at HRR
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Out and About
1950s
• Jimmy Brownlow who
rowed for DUBC in the
1950s has won the British
Indoor Championship 7579 year old category yet
again. Holder of the British and Championship
Records in his class Jim
won the event for the third
time.
1960s
• Chris George, one day
after his 66th birthday,
completed the Tenby Iron
Man for the Mark Pollock
Trust. Chris won his age
group and the right to
compete in the World
Championships in Kona,
Hawaii in 2013. If you
would like to contribute,
please
see: http://www.pollocks.a
tics.co.uk/2012/09/07/poll
ocks-pennies/ Also,
having already beaten his
own 1965 and 1968 times
in 2006, Chris competed
in this year's 47th Dublin
Sculling Ladder in October also for the MP trust.
Chris is the only competitor in the last 47 years to
participated in all eight
time trials.
• Martin Murphy from the
1994/95/96 VIII competed
in the same Welsh Ironman event for the Mark
Pollock Trust.
• After HRR, Brian Persson
made a rendezvous with
Noel Graham, Des Hill
and John Hill for several
hours of fellowship and
light refreshments at
Blakes in the Hollow at
Enniskillen.
1970s
• Jarlath McGee has emigrated to Australia.

1990s
• Shane O'Neill has had a
fourth child, a son Alexander.
• John Kent has had a second daughter Elena.
• Tim Coote has had a son
Charles.
• Jason Connery who has
three children continues to
live in London.
• Kim Williams has moved
back to London.
• John Johnston has joined
JPMorgan and moved to
New York.
• Ross Hassett is spending
his time between Russia,
South Africa and Mozambique.
• Julian Coulter has moved
from South Africa to Peru
with SAB Breweries.
• Mark Pollock, has been
spotted surfing in the US.
• Ed Wingfield has recently
married and is based in
Edinburgh with The Rifles.
• Hugh Lane-Spollen has
moved to Singapore.
• James Lindsay-Fynn is
still finding it hard to give
up rowing winning the
Senior event and coming
third overall in the London
Pairs Head in October
2000s
• Tim Persson has moved
to Nappa to work in the
wine industry.
• Tom Bruxner has been
posted to Washington
• Piers White has taken
time out of teaching to run
the Mark Pollock's Trust.
• Edward Roffe-Silvester
and Rory Browne have
completed tours in Afghanistan.
• Ali Floyd is set to go to
Afghanistan next year.
• After graduating from Trinity this summer Charlie

•

•

•
•

•
•

Landale has moved to
Hong Kong.
Julian Shaw (08- 10) won
a Fulbright Scholarship
and is studying Chemistry
at the Scripps Research
Institute San Diego.
Daniel Ryan also won a
Fulbright Scholarship and
is currently working in
NASA.
Fionn McCaffrey successfully joined the Irish
cadets this year.
James Semple has
moved to London following graduation from Trinity.
Brendan Guildea is expecting his first child.
Clive Lee must also be
congratulated on being
awarded a Fellowship.

Mark Pollock carries the 2012 Olympic
flame as part of its relay through Ireland in
the lead up to the London Games.

The Mark Pollock Trust hopes to raise significant
funds to assist with the capital and ongoing costs
specifically associated with Mark’s spinal injury including a team of rehabilitation specialists,
physiotherapy equipment, visits to specialised
spinal injury activity-based recovery centres and
mobility solutions. You can help Mark to break
through the barriers that paralysis and blindness
have placed around him.
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Above: Chris George takes
part in 47th Dublin Sculling
Left: Jimmy Brownlow has won the
British Indoor Championship 75-79
year old category yet again. Holder of
the British and Championship Records
in his class Jim won the event for the
third time

Martin Murphy completes Ironman Wales 2012 for the Mark Pollock Trust.

James Lindsay-Fynn
(1990s) winning the
Senior Doubles and
3rd overall in the
London Pairs Head
October 2012

Old boys, Provost and
Secretary General of
OCI enjoy Olympic
meeting with torch
bearer Mark Pollock
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The Season Ahead

Myles McCormick
Looking ahead to the upcoming season there is a lot for
the Club to be excited
about.
Gerry Cantan’s programme is bearing fruit and the Club is
now managing to bring athletes through from absolute
beginner through to Senior level within the four year university cycle - the Intermediate Championship wins last
season mean the club now has a group of qualified Seniors for the first season in some time. With this new depth
and variety of ability, the Club aims to be competitive
across the board this season, at Novice, Intermediate and
Senior level.
I would like to extend a special welcome to Colm
Dowling who joins us in the role of full time Development Coach. His efforts will provide a strong basis for
Novice oarsmen entering the Club, a group already showing promise.

confident, however, that with the dedication and consistent application of all involved, great things may be
achieved this season.

Training is by now well underway, the skills honed in
small boats paying dividends with the Club taking the
overall prize at the Dublin Sculling Ladder for the third
year running. But it is still early days, and there is much
work to be done by athlete, cox and coach alike. I am

Should any of you wish to make contact I would be delighted to hear from you.
You can write care of DUCAC Offices, Sports Centre,
Trinity College, Dublin 2 or
alternatively email me at mccormif@tcd.ie.

Save the date - celebratory
dinner, 10 November
A dinner with cocktail reception will be held on Saturday, 10 November, to celebrate the
successes of the Intermediate Crews at the 2012 National
Rowing Championships.
The reception will commence at 7.30pm with dinner at 8.15 pm at the
Stephen's Green Hibernian Club.
€50$Ex'members$/$€40$Current$members$or$undergraduates.
Conﬁrma9on$of$a;endance$and$queries$to$Bridget$Collins$–$btmcollins@kpmg.ie
Payment$requested$in$advance$directly$to:
'$Barry$Crushell:$a/c$number$48686048,$sort$code:$903293$(preferred)
'$Luke$Acheson,$DUBC,$c/o$DUCAC,$Trinity$College,$Dublin$2

DUBC would like to take this opportunity to thank
the Trinity Association and Trust for their support
in the purchase a Filippi coxless four / quad.
DUBLIN UNIVERSITY BOAT CLUB, TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN 2. WWW. DUBOATCLUB.COM
MMCORMIF@TCD.IE JULY 2012
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10km and 5km
DUBLIN CORK

BELFAST LONDON NEW YORK

WED 14TH NOV 2012 7.30 PM

Why Run in the Dark?
Mark Pollock fell from a second story window in 2010. He broke
his back and the damage to his spinal cord left him paralysed.
his sight.
As the blind adventure athlete lay in hospital, now paralysed and
broken, his supporters created Run in the Dark to fuel his ambition
to walk again. A spinal cord injured pioneer, he is exploring the
frontiers of recovery. Follow Mark's exploration of aggressive
physical therapy and robotic technology at markpollocktrust.org.
You can raise funds for Mark Pollock Trust, or for one of the Run in
the Dark selected charities. These charities support the blind, those
with spinal cord injuries and other disabilities. Or, just do it for fun!

Join us on the 14th November 2012-Race, run, or walk!
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